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development and investigation of an epidemiological
method for the detection of legionellosis in patients in a
hospital environment. A new serological method for the
detection of past infection with legionella pneumophila

serogroup 1 was tested on 1042 patients (young adult men
and women), who at the time of the test had been admitted
to hospital for various illnesses, under the supervision of the

Infectious Diseases Department at the University of
Birmingham Hospital. The sera were tested in parallel with

the fluorescent antibody staining test and the slide
agglutination test. Fifty-four sera showed a fourfold rise in

titre in the new method, compared with the reference tests.
The majority of these sera were positive on both tests
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relates to systems and methods for synthesizing speech
from information describing lip movements. Background
The ability to synthesize human speech is often used to
facilitate communication between individuals and the

training of human speakers. Human speech is typically
generated by speakers producing sound using the larynx.
Exemplary acoustic features of human speech include the
spectral shape, spectral envelope, energy distribution, and
duration of a speech sound. Additionally, the acoustics of a
particular speaker's voice will also be produced as a unique

acoustic signature. The acoustic signature may be
analogous to a fingerprint identifying a particular speaker.
Techniques have been developed to generate “synthetic”
speech sounds or synthesized speech for a wide variety of
applications. Conventional synthesized speech techniques
typically model the larynx as a linear system coupled to a

noise source. As a result, the acoustic qualities of the
generated speech are determined by the modeled vocal

tract, which fails to accurately reflect the highly non-linear
throat that produces human speech. For example, a

conventional speech synthesis technique fails to simulate
non-linear effects such as velopharyngeal closure, tongue
geometry, and the larynx position in the neck. The lack of
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accuracy in the production of synthesized speech may
result in synthesized speech having less realistic or

“creaky” qualities. Unwanted variations in a synthesized
speech signal produced by conventional
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